The prese nt state of knowledge of th e deca metric radio emissions of Jupiter is reviewed. Th eori es of th e radiation are di sc ussed and their implication s co nce rnin g th e ge neral e nvironment of Jupiter and th e prope rti es of the Jupite r magne tos ph e re are examined. Th e surv ey reveals th e need for more observations a nd additional work on th e th eor y.
Introduction
The discovery of the decame tric radio e missions of Jupiter in 1954 by Burke and Franklin [1955] and the subsequent ob servation of th e microwave radiations of the plane ts has provided, in principle, a means of acquiring new and otherwise unobtain able information about the plan etary surfaces, atmospheres, magne ti c fi eld s, and e nvironme nts. However , th e full utiliza· tion of these natural information c hannels requires not only the accumulation of sufficient observational data but also the developme nt of sati sfac tory theories of the origin of th e radiation. That is, it must be possible to decode the signals. In the case of Jupiter, such developments have reached an advan ced stage. Since 1954 a great quantity and vari ety of data have been obtained. A number of theories of the origin of the radiation have bee n advanced and the application of the theories, together with the data, is leading to the study of the planetary environment. This paper surveys recent progress and the present state of knowledge of Jupiter as deduced from th e d ecametric emissions.
The Observations

Fine Structure and Power Spectrum
The radi a ti on is observed to occur in short bursts with a duration of the order of a second , and in the frequency range from less th an 5 Mc/s to 43 Mc/s [Shain, 1956; Kraus, 1958; Ellis, 1962] . The b.ursts are most easily observed ne ar 20 Mc/s. At hI gh er frequency their intensity and rate of ~ccurrence ~e crease rapidly, while at lower frequencIes the op~cJty of the terrestrial ionosphere makes observatIOns difficult.
The radiation is sporadic and the bursts are generally grouped together in storms lasting from a few minutes to se veral hours. The durations of the bursts themselves range from 0 .001 sec to several minutes [Riihimaa, 1964a; Douglas and Smith, 1961; Shain, 1956] . Dynamic spectrograph observations of the variation of the inte nsity of the radiation with frequ e ncy and tim e shows that at any instant the bandwidth of th e bursts may be as s mall as 1f2 Mc/s, while th e center frequency of th e group of bursts may c han ge slowly (approx im ately 1 Mc/s per min) with freque ncy eithe r in the positive or negativ e se nse. Examples of s pectra with a time resolution of 1.3 sec are s hown in fi gure Id [Warwi ck, 1963a] . With hi gher time resolution, the individual burs t s tru cture in th e spec trogram s beco mes visible and much higher rates of frequ e ncy c hange can be observed (figs. la, b, c) [Riihimaa, 1964a [Riihimaa, , 1964b .
The intensity of the bursts often exceeds that of any other discre te cosmic radio source with the exception of th e disturbed sun. Within the observed freque ncy range, the spectrum shows a rapid and monotonic decrease in intensity with increasing frequency. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the average flux density [Ellis, 1962; Mc Culloch and Ellis, 1965] . The total power e mitted by the planet is estimated to b e 5 X 10 10 W [Carr et aI., 1964] .
Periodicities a. Longitude Profiles
The number of bursts and their mean power are observed to vary with rotation of Jupite r [Shain, 1956; Carr e t aI. , 1961 ; Gallet , 1957; Douglas, 1960] . The rotational profile of burst number s hows a number of peak s, and the whole pattern. is recurrent with a pe~iod of approximately 9 hr 55 mm 29.37 sec. De termma· tions of the period using data over 9 years were made by Douglas [1960] and Carr et aI., [1961] . From an exhaustive statistical analysis, Douglas determined the value 9 hr 55 min 29.37 sec ± 0.13 sec for the length of the sidereal d ay, while Carr e t al., found 9 hr 55 min 29.35 sec. Douglas [1960] and Gallet [1961] [Warwick, 1963a] .
Time re solution 1.3 sec.
considered the consistency of this period -Gallet suggested that there was evidence that the period 1956-1957 was approximately 1 sec longer than the mean period from 1951-1957, but Douglas found no statistically significant variations. For presenting longitude profiles of the emission it is clearly desirable to use a system of longitudes rotating with the period. In this review we use the System III (1957) longitudes recommended by the International Astronomical Union in 1962. The systern rotates with the period 9 hr 55 min 29.37 sec, and coincides with System II longitudes at 0 hr UT on January 1, 1957. An ephemeris of the central meridian longitude on this system for the years 1961-1963 has been given by Morrison [1962] .
Longitude profiles showing th e probability of e mission as a function of the longitude of the central meridian of the planet have been given by many investigators, beginning with Shain [1956] . The profiles vary with frequen cy. Near 20 Mc/s a prom- [McCulloch and Ellis, 19651. ine nt peak is observed between Alii = 200 0 and 280°, and a' secondary peak between 90° and 160°, At higher frequencies, the longitude width of the peaks decreases while at lower frequencies the probability of occurrence ceases to be a strong function of longitude. At 5 Mc/s, bursts are observed almost independently of the aspect of the plane t. The profiles of mean power r esemble those of the rate of occurrence, except that the variations with longitude are more pronounced. At 5 Mc/s, for example, the mean power profile s hows a quasi-sinusoidal variation with peaks near 160 0 and 330°. Figure 3 shows probability and mean power profiles for different frequencies.
Direct observation of the simultaneous vanatlOn of the intensity with frequency and tim e by Warwick [1963b] has s hown that the freque ncy-time s pectrograms also re peat with plane tary rotation. Warwick noticed a tende n cy for the center freq uency of the emissions to increase with time in the longitude region near 130° and to de crease with time near 270°_ The features which recur have durations of several minutes to an hOUL Figure 4 shows the striking repeatability of the f -t patterns near longitude 130° over a period of 2 years_ A composite frequency-longitude diagram using the data of Warwick and the single-frequency data of figure 3 is given in figure 5_ A notable feature is the disappearance of the intensity peaks near 130 0 and 240 0 as the frequency decreases below 10 Mc/s_ At the same time, the peaks near 175 0 and 330 0 become more pronounced_ b. Satellite Periodicities As well as varying with the rotation of Jupiter, the rate of occurrence of bursts is observed to contain longer periods_ These have been investigated by Bigg [1964] , who showed that, in particular, a prom- 
co njun c tion respectively. The data of Ellis [1962] at 4.7 Mc/s and McC ulloch and Ellis [1965] at higher frequen cies also show dependence on the position of Io , although at the lower frequencies this becomes muc h less pronounced.
c. Correlation With Solar Activity
The number of burs ts is observe d to vary from year to year. Carr et aI., [1961] found a n inve rse correlation with solar ac tivity in the period near the solar maximum years . Howe ver , from 1961 to 1964 , the number of burs ts pe r ye ar near 20 Mc/s dec reas ed mark ed ly, sugges tin g a pos itiv e co rrelation [Mc Culloc h, private co mmunication]. There have also been repo rts of a s hort-te rm po sitive correlation with solar activity. Douglas [1960] found an in crease on the day s following solar burs ts, although he stated that the e ffect was not stati sti cally signifi cant. Warwic k, usin g only days wh e n th e Jupite r e mi ssion was observed above 30 Mc /s, showed that there is a pronoun ced clustering of burs ts on the day of, and 1 or 2 days after, solar continuum e ve nts. 
Polarization
The polarization of the radiation was first studied by Franklin and Burke [1958] and by Carr et al., [1961] . Both gro ups found that most of the n?ise ~u~sts observed at 22 Mc/s were right-handed m ellIptICal polarization (looking in the directio~ of propagation). Observations by Gardner and Sham [1958] showe? similar polarization at 19.6 Mc/s. As the RH polanzation had been observed at stations in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, it was concluded that this polarization was a property of Jupiter and not of the terrestrial ionosphere. During 1961 a few observations by Barrow [1962] Barrow [1963] . Sherrill and Castles [1963] , using a system which could be tuned to successive frequencies in the range 15 to 24 Mc/s , found a steady decrease in the portion of RH bursts with decreasing frequency. Dowden [1963b] , working at 10 Mc/s, found that bursts of both RH and LH polarization were observed. In addition, Dowden was able to obtain for the first time sufficient observations to show how the polarization varied with the rotation of Jupiter ( fig. 7 ). Dowden's results showed that the RH bursts were associated with the peaks in the occurrence rate between 150 0 and 300 0 , while the LH bursts occurred mainly between 300 0 and 150.0 longitude.
Ionospheric Effects
Gardner and Shain [1958] found considerable differences in the time variations of the radiation at sites 25 km apart. Subsequent investigations have been made over baselines of 150 m and 1000 km [Ellis and McCulloch, unpublished data; McCulloch and Slee, unpublished Smith [1961] over 15-km to 100-km baselines. These observations combine to show that all degrees of correlation can be experienced. At times there is very little correlation, whole groups of bursts being observed at one site and not at another, even with a baseline of 150 m ( fig. 8 ). On the other occasions there can be essentially perfect correlation even with bursts as short as 10-2 sec [Douglas and Smith, 1961] . Slee and Higgins [1964] , using a phase-switching interfero meter at 19.7 Mc/s with a baseline of 30 km, found on many occasions that good interfero metric patter?s could be obtained, implying that the actual radIOfrequency waveform may be well .correlated .at this spacing. These observations are Important m th~t they show that, even in spite of these ionosphenc effects high angular resolution measurements may be made ~nd some estimate of the source s izes obtained.
From their results they deduced that the source size was less than 19 sec of arc_ All of the results of spaced observations are consistent with the assumption that the radiations are in the form of bursts with durations greater than approximately 10-2 sec, and that in passing through the terrestrial ionosph~re the bu.rs~s may at times be severely modulated by IOnosphenc Irregularities.
Theories
General
The observed elliptical polarization points to an origin for the radiation in the acceleration of electrons in magnetic fields, and recent theories have all been based on radiation by electron streams traveling through a general Jupiter field. The existence of such a field has been suggested by the quite independe nt observations of microwave radio emissions from Jupiter. [Ellis and M cCulloch , unpublished data ] .
In order to disc uss th e differe nt theories it is conve nient at thi s point to re view other probable c haracte ristics of the environment in which the radiation is to be produ ced. The variation of the intensity and the polarization of the decimetric radiation with rotation of the planet indi cates th at the North magne ti c pole is in the vicinity of 180° Sys te m III a nd tha t the dipole axis is inc line d at ap proximately 10° with res pect to the rotati on axis. Th e region in whi ch this radiation is generated extends a t least 2 Jupiter radii from the planet in the equatorial plane and somewhat less along the axis. No information on the likely polar strength of the magnetic fi eld is provided by these observations. However, if the frequency of the decametric radiation is take n to b e somew here near the electron cyclotron frequency, the polar field intensity cannot be less than abo ut 15 G.
The solar flux in the upp e r atmosphere of Jupiter is likely to produce an iono sphere whose den sity has been estimated to be in the range of 10 6 to 10 7 electrons c m -3 [Field, 1959; Rishbeth, 1959] . Some spreading of this ionospheric plasma into the surrounding magne tosphere mi ght be expec te d [Ellis, 1962] . Angerami and Thomas [1964] have s hown that an ionosphere acts as a source region for th e cold magne tospheric plasma, the density distribution in the magne tosphere being de termined by th e exchange of ions and electrons between the two region s along the magne ti c fi eld lines . For a fully ionized hydroge n atmo sphere they give the density variation along a field line as
where H is the scale height , No is the de nsity at the refe rence level in the ionosp here on the same field line, and Z is the potential height in the field.
For an isothermal atmosphere,
where "0 , ,. are the radii of the reference le vel and the fi eld point respec tively, fir is the angular velocity, go is the gravitational constant at "0, A is the latitude of the field point, and Ao is the latitude of the reference point. W e note at thi s stage that a relatively cold ionized magne tospheric plas ma may be taken to be a consequence of the existence of an ionosphere. In the terrestrial magne tosphere , elec tron streams of the type postulated to acc ount for the Jupiter radiations arise in the vicinity of the magnetopause following the arrival of solar material [Ellis , 1957 [Ellis , , 1959 Jokipii and Davis, 1964; Fan et al., 1964; Scarf e t al. , 1965] . The very-low-frequency e lectromagne tic radiations from the terrestrial streams have bee n used to de termine their energy distribution , pitch distribution, and location [Dowden, 1963a] . It has be en found that in gene ral the electron momenta have a deltafunction distribution with 8p -1 percent and that p , they travel along field lin es passing near the magne topause . The electron e nergies are observed to be in the range 20 to 150 ke V. In the case of Jupiter , the radial dis tance of the magnetopause has be e n es tim a ted by Ellis [1963] and Carr et al., [1964] on a basis of equality be twee n the energy density of the fi e ld and the relative kin e tic e ne rgy density of the inte rplanetary material. For a 15-G polar field and an interplanetary de nsity of 1 proton cm-3 , Ellis finds the radius of the magne topause to be 35 Rj , and the field lines along which the elec tro n streams might be expected to travel would have planetary mag~eti c latit~de s near 80°. It should be pointed out that If the rapid rotation of Jupiter is taken into account the radius of the outer boundary may be found to be muc h smaller, although it is likely to be greater than 6 R j • Summarizing the probable properties of the environment, we have (a) A general Jupiter magnetic field with a dipole axis inclined 10° with re spe ct to the rotation axis.
(b) A polar magnetic field intensity of 15 G. (c) An ionosphere with maximum electron density between 10 6 and 10 7 cm -3 • (d) An ionized magnetospheric plas ma in which the density distribution is determ ined by the distribution of density in the iono sphe re, the appropriate scale height, and the gravitational and ce ntrifugal force s acting on the ions.
(e) A magne topause le ss than some 35 radii distant from the plan et in the equatorial plane.
(f) Non-Maxwellian, almost mono-e nergetic , electron stream s traveling down the fi eld lines and originating near the magne topause.
Theories
Warwick [1961] has proposed that the radiations are produced by a Cerenkov instability in the ionospheric plasma initiated by the precipitation of the electron s tream into the ionosphere. The emission is taken to occur slightly below the local plas ma cyclotron frequency, and the radiation to be beamed in the direction of motion of the particles, that is , inwards toward s the planet. He supposed that the radiation is re fl ec ted either from dense layers of the ionosphere or from the surface of the planet, and that only for suitable orientations of the magnetic field and the surface of the planet will the refle cted radiation be received at the earth.
Warwic k suppo sed the field to contain only a dipole component with the dipole tilted 9° to the rotational axis. It was assumed that electrons are precipitated from the main radiation belt at 2 to 3 Jovian radii. Warwick assumed that the radiation generated by the electrons is confined within ± 10° of the field lines. The n for a number of trial assumptions concerning the location of the dipole with the planet, he computed the geometry of the reflec tions which reach the earth. For each of the rays reac hing the earth, the relative inte nsity of the magnetic field in the generating region is deduced and possible longitude spectral profiles co nstructed.
H e showed that profiles similar to the observed ones required that the dipole be located:
1. Near the axis of rotation but well away from the equatorial plan e.
2. South of the equatorial plane and towards the earth when the ce ntral meridian longitude is 200°.
3. Displaced slightly from the 111=200° plane to achieve the small asymmetry of the spectra about III = 200°. This model explains the two major sources of the decame tric burs ts above 20 Mc/s and their frequency drifts.
Howe ver, Warwick's theory has se veral unsati sfactory features, relating mainly to the proposed radiation mechani s m, but also to th e necessity for a highly asymmetric dipole position. Cerenkov radiation is in general not e mitted in the direction of particle motion. Also, in th e frequency region just below the plasma cyclo tron frequ e ncy, the refractive ind ex of the plasma will be high and substantial refraction of the ray will occur on emergence into free space. This refraction will not only change the mean direc tion of the ray but will also cause it to spread over a large cone. A parallel case is the emergence of whistlers below the terrestrial ionosphere. Finally, as the wave travels outwards the decrease in the planetary magnetic field and the plasma cyclotron freque ncy will require it to pass through a region where the wave frequ e ncy is equal to the cyclotron freque ncy. For the wave to escape without high attenuation, this region mus t have essentially zero plas ma de ns ity. Since it has been ass um ed that in the generatin g region the wave frequency is only sli ghtly less th a n the cyclotron frequency, the a tte nu a ting region will not be far above the ion os ph ere and it would see m to be hard to jus tify zero de nsity for it.
Hirschfield a nd Be kefi [1963 1 a nd Field [1 963 1 have proposed that the radiation is not Cere nkov radi ation from th e ambient plasma, but cyclo tron radiation emitted by th e elec tron stream itself. They have assumed that th e radiation is generated in th e magne tosphere in a regio n of zero plasma de nsity a nd h ave s how n that th e process ca n produce radiation intensities similar to those observed. However , no detailed attempt to account for the oth er prope rti es of th e radiations was mad e .
The mos t compre he nsive th eory so far propose d is that of Ellis [1962 Ellis [ , 1963 and Ellis and McCulloch [1963] , who also s uggested that the radiation is caused by cyclotron radiation from electron streams, but in the more general situation of a stream traveling through an ambient magne tospheric plasma. They examined the likely prop erties of cyclotron radiation ge nerated by electron streams in th e Jupiter e nvironment and were able to show that most of the observations co uld be acco unted for, providing only that th e Jupiter magnetosphere and magne ti c-fi eld configuration are generally similar to those of the Earth. Comparison between the theor y and the observations further permitte d th e es timation of th e de nsity of th e magn etos phe ri c plas ma as well as the di s tributi on of the magne ti c fi eld. We co nsid er th e development of this theory in more de tail.
Doppler Cyclotron Theory
.1. Electron Stream Radiation
In the presence of a magne tic fi eld, a stre am traveling through a plasma may be unstable with respec t to radiative processes; that is, it may have a negativ e absorption coefficient, and radiation passing through the stream will be amplified, while electromagnetic disturbances within it will grow in time. In general, there are at least four different instabilities with characteristic frequencies de termined by the Doppler eq uation, w= CK{3cos 1> cos O+fl(l_{32)1 /2, (3) where K is th e wave number eq ualin g 1]~ , fl is the electron cyclo tron frequ e ncy , 0 th e a ngle be tween the wav e normal and the magne ti c fi eld vec tor, and 1> th e pitc h angle of the electro ns.
This expression represe nts resonance be tween the c haracteristic frequency of the exc ited wave a nd the Doppler-shifted cyclotron frequ e ncy of the electron s in the stream. The multiple instabilities a ri se from the freque ncy depende nce of the refrac tiv e index 1] of the stream-plasma system.
The two main frequency regions in whic h the in stabilities occur are (a) w < fl , where th e refrac tive ind ex is greater than unity and the longitudinal particle speed is greater than the phase speed (s up erluminous in stability), and (b) where w > Wx, the extraordin ary mode c utoff frequency:
Radiation ge nerated by the former in sta bility is s ubject to the sam e hi gh atte nu a ti on in escaping from a magnetosphere referred to earli er in connection with Cere nk ov radiation. Howeve r, in th e case of th e seco nd in s tability region, no s uc h barrier ex ists. The refractive ind ex is alw ays less th a n unity, a nd would asy mptotically approach unity as th e wave traveled outward s through th e magne tos ph ere . Since the particle speed is necessarily less than th e phase speed, thi s in stability is referred to as the s ubluminous in s tability of the stream-plasma syste m. Its properties have bee n inves tigated by Zelezni a kov [1960] , Ginsburg et a!., [1962] and Neufeld and Wright [1964] . These authors have shown that necessary conditions for subluminous in stability are the exis te nce of a co mpon ent of electron velocity tran sver se to the magne tic field , and a mom e ntum di s tribution c haracterized by a delta fun ction (o(P I -PIO ))' PIO 0/= O.
Angular Distribution of the Radiation
Th e a ngular di stribution of the radiated e nergy cannot yet be calculated in detail for th e case of an electron stream travelin g through a pl as ma . Howe ver , the Doppler eq uati on (3) shows th a t the in stability exists if th e longitudinal co mpone nt of th e elec tron velocity is sufficient to Doppler shift the radiated frequency to a value greater than W x -Where the longitudinal electron velocity is greater than the minimum, the Doppler equation can be sati sfied for a limited range of wave-normal direc tion s, and th e radiation is co nfined to a cone about the magnetic field direction. In the case of radiation from a si ngle elec tron , th e flux d e nsity te nds towards infinity for the limiting directi on in the surface of the co ne. Thi s type of distri-bution cannot be assumed for a stream, since the amplification factor and the radiation intensity in a given direc tion would depend on the stream geometry, and in particular on the total path length. However, the radiation is emitted into an ambient plasma with refractive index less than unity, and the final angular distribution of the radiation will in any case differ from the original one because of refraction. The effects of refraction in a similar situation have been studied by Papagiannis and Huguenin [1964] . They have shown that, even if the initial distribution within the medium is isotropic, the emerging radiation is in general con· fined mainly to the surface of a cone whose angular radius is given by Snell's law:
(am measured with respect to magnetic field vector). This relation is exact if planes of constant refractive index are normal to the magnetic field direction, and for simplicity in the present analysis this is assumed to be the case. This assumption amounts to taking the density of the magnetospheric plasma source region in the Jupiter ionosphere to increase slightly with magnetic latitude in the polar region. This behavior is observed for the terrestrial ionosphere. Where the radiation is initially emitted downwards, it will be reflected near the level w = Wx. Since w ~ Wx at generation, reflection will be near the point of emission and the cone angle will still be given by (5) .
To fi'nd am it is necessary to solve graphically simultaneously the Doppler equation and the wave number equation, K = K(Nw(JH), for given values of electron density N, magnetic field intensity H, particle pitch cf>, and velocity {3, letting (J vary. For each value of (J the solutions for wave frequency wand refractive index are obtained and a can be calculated. A maximum value of a = am is found which is a function of the assumed parameters H, cf>, {3, and N.
For a = am, ~~ is found to be zero and the radiated power W (a) reach es a maximum according to
W (a) sin a da= W ((J) sin (J d(J.
The Doppler equation may be rewritten (6) and for electron energies in the range 10-100 keY, and Y ~ 1, am is seen to be only a weak function of the electron energy but a strong function of the pitch angle cf> and of the ratio of the cyclotron frequency to the plasma frequency D /wo. The quasi-independence of am on energy is valuable since it makes it unnecessary to make any detailed assumptions about the electron energy.
The further development of the theory follows from a straight-forward analysis of the consequences of the radiation being emitted in conical shells whose angular radius depends on the foregoing parameters, taking into account the inclination of the cone axes, that is , the magnetic field vector, to the line of sight towards the earth.
Probability Distribution
To obtain information about the rate of occurrence of bursts, it is necessary to insert some appropriate probability assumption. It is assumed that each burst is produced by a bunch of electrons within the stream and that bunches of all pitch angles occur with equal probability. The number of bunches dN with pitch angles in the range cf> to cf> + dcf> is then dN = sin cf> dcf>.
Within each bunch, the pitch distribution is assumed to be a delta function. It is further assumed that as the planet rotates, electron bunches may occur with equal probability in all magnetic longitudes. This is a reasonable assumption for electrons originating in the magneto pause but might need modification to allow for the 10 correlations.
Equations (6) and (7) together provide a functional relationship between the number of bunches traveling along a particular field line whose radiation is observable at a particular frequency and at angle am with respect to the field-line direction at the point of emission. If this coordinate system is transformed to one based on magnetic latitude ' A and longitude, and integration is carried out with respect to pitch angle and magnetic longitude, then the number of bunches NA whose radiation may be observed in a given magnetic latitude interval d'A is obtained. As the planet rotates, the observer's magnetic latitude changes by approximately ± 10°, and the change in the probability of observing bursts may then be taken from the curves for N = N ('A). If it is assumed that the electrons are confined to field lines of a single latitude, the longitude profiles obtained in this way have a more rectangular shape than those observed. To obtain better agreement, the further assumption was introduced that the electron-stream field lines extended over a small range of latitudes. Taking into account the calculated magnetopause boundary at 35 Rj , the probability of occurrence of electron streams was assumed to increase linearly with magnetic latitude from 'A=75° to 'A=80° and to be zero for ' A <75°. This assumption is not an important one and was made only to allow the theory to match more accurately the observed profiles.
The calculated probability of observing bursts in different magnetic latitudes near the magnetic equator is then as shown in figures 9a and 9b. For a simple dipole magnetic field with the magnetic axis inclined to the rotation axis, the probability of observation at the Earth will obviously change in a quasi-sinusoidal way with rotation, with maxima in the longitudes of the poles. However, only in the average-power data at 4.7 Mc/s is such variation actually observed , and to account for the additional or anomalous maxima at higher frequencies it is necessary to introduce some modifi c ation to the s imple model co nsid ered so far. Suc h modification may obviously be in the form of a deviation of the magnetic dip a ngle from that of a dipole in th e appropri a te la titudes and longitudes. That is, if the cone axes are inclin ed more towards the equator the probability of obse rving bursts at the Earth will be greate r. An e qually valid alternative modifica· tion would of course be to take the cone angles Ctm to be larger for these longitudes. Such larger cone angles could result from a changed pitch·angle distribution or , less effectively, from higher e nergy particles in these longitudes. However, in any c ase, some anomalous magne tic field distortion appears necessary in the Northe rn H e misphere to account for the asymme try in the l o-correlated bursts with res pect to the two magne ti c pole s.
If the amount of a dip-angle d eviation is 0 in the plan e of the magn e tic m eridian at a give n height fo r whi c h the rati o fl /wo is con stant, then the e ffec t is to c hange the latitud e d a tum of the corresponding probability curve in fi gure 9 b y a n a mount equ al to o. It may be seen fro m fi gure 9 that, wi th the ass umed model, a latitude shift of the probability c urve by a fe w d egrees can produ ce a considera ble c hange in the observed proba bility of occ urre nce.
The pro ba bility or power maxim a whi c h are associa ted with the poles may be identifie d from fi gure 6. There are four di stin gui s hable maxima at 130°, 175°, 240°, and 330° longitude respecti vely, a nd it might be expected th at those a t 175° a nd 330° correspond with the poles if these la tter are ta ken to be a t 180° a nd 360°. Also, the am plitudes of these two maxim a dec rease ra pidly with wave freq ue ncy, whil e the amplitudes of th e other s in crease in the frequ e ncy range from 5 to 20 Mc/s (fi g. 5). Now a ny magn e tic anomalies would norm ally . in crease rapidly in their effects with decreasin g radial dis tance, that is , with increasing wave freque nc y, while, con versely, the magnetic fi eld would become more like that of a dipole at greater di sta nces. This provides a seco nd crite rion for selec ting the polar and anom alous ma xim a , and again it is found from figure 5 that the forme r are those at 175° and 330°. If the polar maxim a ca n be id e ntified, then the variation in the electron de nsity with height may be estimated .
For eac h wave frequ ency the value fl is known, very nearly, and the expected vari ation in the probability of occ urre nce for diffe re nt values of fl /wo can b e computed . Comparison of the calc ulated probability c urves with those observed gi ves fl /wo and he nce woo In addition , the height for whi ch this value of Wo, and consequently the electron de nsity, is appropriate, is obtained from the varia tion of fl with height. If the 'electron de nsity is specified in this way, the dip anomalies needed to account for th e anomalous occurrence maxim a may be obtained easily from. figure 9. The expec ted variation of probability and power with longitude, including anomalies, may then be computed. The calculated electron de nsities are shown in figure  10 , the dip anomalies in figure 11 , and the resulting expected probability c urves in figure 12 .
It is see n that the theoretical curves agree well with those obse rved for all frequ e ncies in their ge neral shape , althou gh acc urate matching between the properties of the mod el and the observations must await more comple te data. However, it should be noted that, since in the cyclotron theory the observability of a burst depends on the inclination of the field line at the point of emission, any observed pattern in the occurrence of bursts may be accounted for by slight suitable adjustments of the magnetic fi eld configuration of the type discussed here. This adju stm e nt need not be confined, of course, to loc al variation s in the dip angle , but may include the moving of the dipole axis to an asymmetric position with res pect to the rotation axis, as suggested by Warwick [1963a] .
Polarization
The distribution of th e polarization of the bursts is contained in the foregoing theory since the axial ratio A of the polarization ellips e will depend mainly on the angle of the emission cone. That is,
Since the cone angle is a function of the pitch angle, which is itself a function of the number of bunches, the axial ratio is necessarily a function of the bunch number. That is,
(10) or, integrating over pitch angle, latitude, and longitude; the summed axial ratio is obtained as a function of the total number of the observable bunches:
The particular function relationship is determined essentially by the form of the Doppler equation and the assumption of uniform probability of pitch angle, and is predicted by the theory to be
Good agreement is acutally observed on this point. Sherrill [1965] and Dowden [1963b] have both found that the summed axial ratio of the observed polarization ellipses is a logarithmic function of the number of bursts with exponent 1.05 and 1.10 respectively ( fig. 13) .
The distribution of axial ratios obtained from the theory is shown in figure 14 . Again a distribution of the observed type is found. Figure 15 shows the expected variation in mean axial ratio with the latitude of the electron stream.
Integrated Power
If the power emitted by the electron is a function of the pitch angle, then a functional relationship can easily be established between the integrated power and the total number of bursts . For a single elec tron , the radiated powe r We IX sin 2 4>, a nd if thi s ca n be take n to be c harac teri sti c of th e radi a ti o n of bun c hes. the n for dN bunc hes the powe r will be 
ed axial ratio with num.· ber of bursts (broken line), and observations by Sherrill [/9651·
if radi ation from s in gle bun c hes Wt, ca n be ta ke n to add randomly. If interac tion be tw ee n bun c hes exi s ts .
thi s rela tio n would need to be modifi ed in the direc ti on of stron ger de pe nd e nce on dN. With no int e rac ti on . the rela tio n be tw ee n the 1ntegrated powe r a nd the numbe r of burs ts is found to be .,
., -5 -6
That is , whe re the bursts are more num e rous the y are also stronge r. Dowden [1963b] found at 10.1 Mcls that such a func tional relation s hip e xi s ted. but th at the e xpon e nt was 1.51. This disc re pan c y could be cau sed by the use of an incorrect pitc h-angle fun c tion for th e radiated power or by failing to ta ke acc ount of sup erimposed bursts in countin g the numbe r.
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The variation of flux de nsit y with fre qu e nc y ca lcu--9 l() lated using th e for egoing mod el is s hown in fi gure 16.
Spectral Variations
Unlike the ob servation s and the expec ted properties of the radiation so far considered. the spectral observations giv e information about individual occurrences rather than their time averages. and it is nece s sary to discuss the distribution of the radiation from electron bunches traveling down a single field line.
Theoretical and observed distributio.n of (lxilll rlltios at 10 Mc/s. after Dowden [1963bl· Different wave frequencies will be emitted at different heights for which the direction of the magnetic vector and the ratio n/wo are determined from the characteristics of the model and the deduced electrondensity distribution. The angle of the radiation cone alii will therefore vary with frequ e ncy. and as the latitude and longitude of the obse rv e r c hange with the rotation of the plane t. the obse rv ed frequ e nc y will change with time, provid ed that th e stream of electron bunches lasts for the duration of the observations. The frequency-time curves calculated with electron streams in different latitudes are illustrated in figure  17a , where the electron streams are taken to occur simultaneously over a range of longitudes; then a broad, filled-in frequency-time spectrogram of the type shown in figure 15b will result from the rotation of the planet. If the radiation cone from an individual bunch is not of negligible angular thickness as has been assumed, then within the slowly varying frequency-time function produced by the rotation of the planet much more rapid variations could be observed. These would be produced by the change in radiated frequency with time as the individual bunch travels down or up the field lines [see Ellis, 1962] . The rate of change of frequency is given by Figure 17d shows the expected appearance of the fine structure. Each of the narrow spectra shown in figure 15a corresponds to the emission from a succession of electron bunches or an electron stream of constant pitch angle confined to a given field line a?-d lasting for the duration of the spectrum. If the pItch angle of the electrons at a given height is not constant during the life of the emission, of if the cross-sectional area of the stream is not infinitesimal, then the spectrum will be broadened. Hence it is possible by inspection of the observed spectra to set limits on the area of the stream and consequently on the angular size of the source as seen from the earth.
Some of the spectra observed, for example, have a longitude width at a single frequency of only 50. Even if we assumed that the pitch angles wexe constant and that the electron stream were confined to a' single latitude, this implies that the lon.git.ude spread is only 50. Relaxation of these restnctIOns would lead to a smaller value. The observed spectra therefore indicate that the sources of the radiation may be very small. The more diffuse spectra shown in figure 1 can be accounted for by larger sources or variation in the pitch angles.
Discussion
Properties of the Jupiter Magnetosphere
The variation of electron density deduced from the theory shows a logarithmic decrease with height as might be expected. However, the scale height of 2000 km obtained using (1) is high compared with the scale height in the terrestrial magnetosphere, and would imply a temperature in the lower Jupiter mag· netosphere of about 7500 OK (Earth = 1000 to 2000 OK).
On the other hand, some heating of the magnetosphere might be expected from the existence of satellites orbiting through it.
The proposed magnetosphere would be unusual com· pared with that of the Earth because of the high rotational velocity. Whereas for the Earth modification to the electron density-height profile by centrifugal force is only small, and is in any case significant only beyond 6 Earth radii, for Jupiter it would become important at 3 Jupiter radii and could conceivably result in an increase in the density at greater distances depending on the temperature distribution. The strong effects due to gravity and rotation would appear, from (2), to lead to surfaces of constant density being axially symmetric about the rotation axis, and hence asymmetric with respect to the dipole axis. This could have important consequences in the propagation of hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere, as will be discussed later. A aeneral anaylsis of the whole question of the Jupiter ~agnetosphere is desirable along the lines initiated by Angerami and Thomas [1964] for the terrestrial magnetosphere.
The magnetic anomalies proposed do not appear to be excessive when compared with the similar anomalies in the geomagnetic field. The deviations of the magnetic dip from the dipole configuration at corresponding heights and at similar geomagnetic .latitudes are of at least the magnitude found for JupIter. On the Earth th ey res ult essentially from the displacement of th e magn e ti c dip poles from the geo magnetic poles.
The distribution of axial ratio s provides information of the angular radii of the e mission cones and he nce of the field-line latitudes. These have bee n c hose n as 75° to 80° in the analysis re viewed he re. However, better agreeme nt with the axial ra ti o observa ti on of Sherrill and Castles [1963] would be attained b y so mewhat lower latitudes with a maximum of a bout 68°. Information on th e de taile d di s tribution of the elec tron streams in latitude could be obtained by s ufficie ntly accurate longitud e-probability profiles .
Satellite Periodicities
Periodicities in the observability of the radiation associated with the orbital position of 10 may be caused according to the theory if either the occurrence of electro n streams or the mome ntum distribution of e lectrons within the streams is modified by 10, po ssibly via hydromagnetic or electromagnetic radiation from 10. It is well known from observations of the terrestrial magnetosphere that such radiation can stimulate the emission of coherent radiation by an existing but nonradiating particle stream. The evidence suggests that where the momentum distribution of the stream is in s ufficie ntly narrow to give a negative amplification coefficient, expos ure to external radiation can lead to the initiation of general radiation from the stream [Helliwell, 1963; Cornwall, 1965] . To explain the 10 correlation, preconditions would be first that 10 generate the hydro magnetic or electromagnetic radiation and, seco nd that th e radiation propagate through the large differe nce in Jupiter longitude betwee n the position of 10 and the source region of the decametric radiation.
At the orbit of 10 the extrapolated value of the electron density would be at least 10: 3 cm -: 3 and possibly greater than 10 4 cm-3 , depending on the temperature distribution. That is , the Alfven velocity would be between 2400 and 750 km/sec. The relative velocity of 10 through the magnetosphere is 54 km/sec. However, the motion of 10 is almost normal to the magne tic field and thi s produces a situation quite different from that for the motion of charged particles through a plasma where the guiding ce nter motion of the particles is along the field. The veloci[y of phase propagation for hydromagnetic waves may be zero in the direction normal to the field , while for electromagnetic waves above the ion cyclotron frequency but below the electron cyclotron frequency, the phase velocity tends to zero in direction given by cos e=~· n The velocity of 10 will hence exceed the velocity of phase propagation in its direction of motion for all wave frequencies les s than the electron cyclotron frequency , and the satellite will continuously excite Cerenkov shock waves in the surrounding medium. For hydromagnetic waves at le ss than the ion cyclotron frequ e ncy , th e initial direc tion of ray propagation will be along the magnetic field.
To calculate th e ray trajectories of th ese radiation s, it would be necessary firs t to develop a detail ed mod el of the Jupiter magnetos phere out to the orb it of 10.
However, it may be noted in co nsidering the question of propagation that. as a con se que nce of the levelJl1g-off in the density variation with height impli ed by (2) . there will be a minimum in the refractive ind ex at a height of about 1.5 Rj . A similar minimum exists in the terrestrial magnetosphere at about 0.5 Re. It has been shown by Dessler e t aI., [1960] that the trajectory of HM waves in th e Earth's magnetosphere is strongly affecte d by the refrac tive index minimum. If an incoming HM wave is incid e nt normally in the minimum region , then no bending of the path occurs. However for a small but nonzero angle of in c idenc e in longitude, a large horizontal conponent develo~s in the trajec tory ( fig. 18b ), which then ends in a longItude quite different from that of its beginning.
For Jupiter, the magnetic meridian planes are inclined to the rotation-system meridian plan es except in longitudes 180° and 360°. The sense of the inclination is that betwee n 180° and 360° in the Northern Hemispher~, the magnetic meridian planes. are tilt.ed in the direction of smaller System III longItude With the opposite tilt between 000° and 180°. A wave originating at th e satellite in longitudes 180° to 360°, and traveling initially parallel to the magnetic fi eld , will hence be refracted ahead of the satellite, while one originating in 0° to 180° will be refracted b e hind the satellite. To account for the 10 correlation it would b e neces s ary for the refraction to produce a longitude shift of approximately 130°. Ray paths of the type req uired are illu strated in figure 18a . Refraction would appear to operate in the right sen se, although quantitativ e evaluation is needed to properly assess thi s hypothesis.
If th e HM waves propagate in this way, th ey may increase the probability of observing d ecametri c radiation from elec tron s treams in the region near th e end of their ray trajec tories th ro ug h wave-parti cle interac tion. Magnetic anomalies of the type illu strated in fi gure 11 are still r equire d to give the observ ed variation of occurrence with Sys te m III lon gitud e at the high er frequencies. However, where th e proposed anomalies are s mall, as at the greater heig ht of th e 5-Mc/s radiation so urce , it might be expected on the HM hypothesis tha t longitude variations characteristi c only of the position of 10 and not of a com bination of 10 with magne tic anomalies might result. For example, with refraction as illu s trated in fi gure 16a, a rapid c han ge from forward refraction to backward refraction would occur when 10 passed through longitude 180 0 where th e rotation and dipole axes are copla nar. Th e inte nsity of HM illumination of the 180 0 region would he nce be low with 10 at 180 0 longitude , that is, at 180 0 from superior geocentric co njunc tion. It is interesting to note from figure 6d that at 4.7 Mc/ s the integrated pow e r of th e radiation tS low for this parti c ular Io-Jupiter configuration .
6_ Conclusions
The general observed properties of the Jupiter decametric radiations are now well established. However, thi s survey shows that important inform a tion is likely to be obtained from frequ e ncy-time spectra with higher frequency and time resolution than have so far been used. A time resolution of at leas t 10-2 sec would appear to be necessary to show up th e freque ncy structure ofthe shortest bursts.
The 30-km baseline interferome try st udi es of Slee and Higgins show that even at 20 Mc/s the ionosphere does not prevent observations with an angular resolution les s than 20 sec of arc. If the tec hnique co uld be developed further, the theoretical prediction of the small size of the radiation so urces could be tested.
Further work on the data periodicities is needed , particularly with respec t to th e periods of other satellites and to solar activity.
On the theore tical side, although it appears that the properties of th e e mission s may adequately be explained on the basis of Do ppler-shifted cyclotron radiation from electron s treams, it s hould be emphasized that this theory is the only one which so far has bee n worked out in any detail. The other alternative theories may si milady prove able to offer a satisfactory account. Finally, the general theory of a rapidly rotating magne tosp here needs to be investigated in detail.
